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Medicinal materials plays an important role in Chinese history, and it plays an 
indelible influence on the fight against disease and on other aspects such as the 
health care, and it also plays significant role in  Tang and Song dynasties.The Tang 
dynasty is a popular period of the people's pursuit of immortality and the taking of 
cinnabar medicine. We can see a lot of poems about the alchemy and medication and 
many records of the learning of alchemy between the conmmunion of civilian 
officials and taoist priests.The academia has quite few articles and books of 
specialized reasearch on the medicinal materials.The able seen related research focus 
more on comprehensive study on Sichuan and Zhejiang and some local drug markets 
such as Qi Zhou and An Guo,but it gets less involved with the medicinal materials 
research of Jinghu region,and the medicinal materials research of Jinghu region in 
Tang and Song dynasties have been metioned by some general theory of the 
works,but not able to investigate it systematically. 
    This paper is based mainly on the historical data of geography,makes the 
medicinal materials in Tang and Song dynasties as center,gives inductive statistics on 
varieties of Jinghu region’s medicinal materials,and makes interrelated analysis of 
the geographical distribution of medicinal materials and the interaction on the 
creation of the national market medicine system in Tang and Song dynasties and the 
local customs and disease, hope to benefit the medicinal materials research of the 
historical period of Jinghu region . 
    This paper is divided into five chapters: 
     Chapter One,this chapter is the introduction part, mainly explains the origin of 
topic selection and research methods,also gives a brief review of previous articles. 
Chapter Two,based on correations analysis by the academic scholars,defines the 
geographical concept of Jinghu region,make analysis and research of the Jinghu 
region’s geographical environment. 














materials systematically,investigate the characteristics of the geographical 
distribution of Jinghu region’s medicinal materials in Tang and Song dynasties,and 
select the main representative medicinal materials and places of origin to make 
quantitative analysis,and also investigate the medicine distribution throughout the 
county,discuss the promting effect of Jinghu region’s medicinal materials in Tang 
and Song dynasties on the formation and development of the national 
pharmaceutical. 
    Chapter Four,make discussion and analysis on the interactions among the 
Jinghu region’s medicinal materials and the local customs and disease,on the one 
hand discusses the worship of witch of local customs,on the other hand use the case 
of malaria illness of Jinghu region and probe the influence between it and the 
medicinal materials.  
Chapter Five,conclusion,summarize the full text. 
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